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2022 CONFERENCE  |  JANUARY 19-21, 2022

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 2022:

THURSDAY, JANUARY 20, 2022

10:45 am - 11:15 am Conference Welcome, Reed Smith Well-Being Award Presentation, Bree Buchanan
11:15 am - 12:45 pm Keynote: The Psychology of Agency: Implications for Lawyers, Dr. Martin Seligman, Anne Brafford
12:45 pm - 1:15 pm Break
1:15 pm - 2:15 pm Building Blocks of a Thriving, Self-Defined Professional Life, Susan Fowler, Denise Robinson
2:15 pm - 2:30 pm Break
2:30 pm - 3:15 pm Supercharge Your Day With an 8-Minute Morning Routine, Megan Lyons, Megan LaDeriere White
3:15 pm - 3:30 pm Break
3:30 pm - 4:15 pm Evening Routine: Daily Strategies to Unwind, Unplug, & Rejuvenate, Jon Krop, Siria Gutierrez
4:15 pm - 4:30 pm Break
4:30 pm - 5:30 pm Spirituality in the Law: What It Is and How to Ignite It in Ourselves and Others, Kendra Brodin,   
 Bree Buchanan, Jarrett Green

10:45 am - Noon MC Opening Remarks
 How To Master Work-Life Balance in an Imbalanced Culture: Strategies for Lawyers, Dr. Donnie  
 Hutchinson, Matt Hrutkay
Noon - 12:30 pm Break
12:30 pm - 1:30 pm Vicarious Trauma: Practical Solutions for Self-Care, Steve Hornsby, Cindy Pensoneau
1:30 pm - 1:45 pm Break
1:45 pm - 2:45 pm Making Partner—With Your Nervous System: A Lawyer’s Manual of Stress-Busting Strategies  
 to Beat Burnout and Protect Mental and Physical Health, Christina Loftus
2:45 pm - 3:00 pm Break
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm The Heart of Law Practice: How Attorneys Can Cultivate Compassion to Help Themselves and  
 More Effectively and Ethically Serve Clients, Claire Parsons

10:45 am-Noon MC Opening Remarks
 The Impact of COVID “Return to Hybrid” for Marginalized Lawyers, Rudhir Krishtel, Aisha  
 Green, Glenn Magpantay, Rosevelie Marquez Morales, Melanie Priddy
12:00 pm - 12:30 pm Break
12:30 pm - 1:15 pm Building Your Village: A Case Study About Building Engagement in Your Firm’s Well-Being  
 Program, Mark Goldberg, Naren Balkarran, Judith Cukor, Josh Friedlander
1:15 pm - 1:30 pm Break
1:30 pm - 2:30 pm What’s Contributing to Lawyer Burnout & What Can We Do About It?:  
 Report & Recommendations from IWIL’s Burnout Study, Anne Brafford, Matt Thiese

All times in eastern standard time (ET)

TRACK 1-A

TRACK 1-B

TRACK 2

INDIVIDUAL WELL-BEING

INDIVIDUAL WELL-BEING

WORKPLACE WELL-BEING



REDESIGNING THE LEGAL PROFESSION FOR A BETTER FUTURE

2022 CONFERENCE  |  JANUARY 19-21, 2022

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE CONTINUED

FRIDAY, JANUARY 21, 2022

10:45 am - Noon MC Opening Remarks
 Building Inclusive and Responsive Wellness Programs at Law Schools, Sue Schechter, Janet  
 Thompson Jackson
Noon - 12:30 pm Break
12:30 pm - 1:30 pm Making the Shift to Mutual Care: How One School Is Empowering Student Well-Being Through  
 Investment in Mutual Care, Leanne Fuith, Miriam Itzkowitz, Lynn LeMoine, Natalie Netzel
1:30 pm - 1:45 pm Break
1:45 pm - 2:45 pm Maintaining Mental Well-Being in Law Students: Using Orientation and Annual Check-Ins as a  
 Law Student’s Well-Being GPS, Carla Barrow, Andrej Milic, Ana Maria Rivera
2:45 pm - 3:00 pm Break
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm Like Fluoride in the Drinking Water: Integrating Well-Being Throughout a Legal Environment,  
 Jennifer Leonard, John Hollway
4:00 pm - 4:15pm Break
4:15 pm - 5:15 pm Still Suffering in Silence? An Updated Survey on Law Student Well-Being, Kate Bender, David  
 Jaffe, Jerry Organ

TRACK 3

11:00 am - 12:15 pm MC Opening Remarks
 What Your Black Lawyers Really Want: Retaining and Engaging Your Firm’s Black Lawyers by   
 Supporting Their Well-Being, Prof.  Ranjai Gulati, Preston Pugh
12:15 pm - 12:45 pm Break
12:45 pm - 1:45 pm Post-Pandemic Leadership Is “Multimodal” & Supports Well-Being, Diane Costigan, Julia Mercier
1:45 pm - 2:00 pm Break
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm Reversing The Great Resignation: Practical Well-Being Strategies for Supervisors To Support &   
 Retain Their Teams, Fireside Chat Format, Libby Coreno, Richard Amador, Stephanie Scharf, 
 Amanda Smith
3:30 pm - 3:45 pm Break
3:45 pm - 4:45 pm Positive Retirement: Charting a Course With Purpose, Tom Sharbaugh

TRACK 4

All times in eastern standard time (ET)
CONTINUED
2:30 pm - 2:45 pm Break 
2:45 pm - 4:45 pm Tackling The Tough Issues: Workplace Well-Being Working Session, rotating format in which  
 participants choose 3, 30-minute sessions, Roz Pitts, Gretchen Rose, Marsha Brown, Pamela  
 DeNeuve, Martha Knudson, Kate Manning, Chris Osborn. Speakers will lead discussions on  
 empathetic leadership, boundary setting, developing associates in a hybrid environment,  
 thriving in a multigenerational law firm, and fostering psychological capital.

LAW SCHOOL WELL-BEING

LEADING LAW FIRM WELL-BEING



 

 

  
 

All times listed are in Eastern Standard Time  
 

Wednesday, January 19, 2022 
 

Track 1-A: Individual Well-Being 
MC – Chris Newbold, IWIL Vice President of Governance; Executive Vice President of ALPS 
Malpractice Insurance 

 
10:45 am–12:45 pm Welcome Remarks, Accouncement of the Reed Smith Award for 

Excellence in Well-Being in Law, and Conference Kickoff 
 

Bree Buchanan 
President, Institute for Well-Being in Law 

 
 Keynote Address:  

The Psychology of Agency—Implications for Lawyers 
 

 Dr. Martin Seligman 
 Psychologist, Educator, and Author 
   
 Moderator: Anne Brafford  

Vice President, Institute for Well-Being in Law 
 

 Dr. Seligman’s current focus is on understanding the importance of agency in 
the history of human progress. He proposes that individuals, organizations, 
institutions, and even whole societies can become stuck and languish without 
the confidence, optimism, and imagination (the three elements of “agency”) 
needed to reimagine a new future and take steps to achieve it. Anne Brafford, 
IWIL’s vice president and Dr. Seligman’s former student, will join him in 
discussing how “agency” might help explain and resolve the current state of 
“stuckness” that prevents individual lawyers and the legal profession as a 
whole from flourishing. Questions we’ll consider include: What will the future 
of the profession look like if old ways of thinking drive out new generations of 
lawyers? How might “agency” help individual lawyers better identify and voice 
their values, preferences, and needs so that they can be their best selves in all 
domains of their lives? 

Full Schedule 



 

 

12:45 pm–1:15 pm Break 
 

       1:15 pm–2:15 pm Building Blocks of a Thriving, Self-Defined  
        (CLE – 60 minutes) Professional Life 
 

 Susan Fowler 
 President, Mojo Moments, Inc. 
 
 Moderator: Denise Robinson 

Founding Principal, The Still Center LLC 
 
 Studies finding that many lawyers aren’t fully thriving may not surprise you. 

But do studies exist to guide lawyers’ efforts at creating a flourishing 
professional life with less depression, anxiety, and burnout—while increasing 
well-being, positive emotions, job satisfaction, and job performance? The 
answer is a definitive yes. Susan Fowler, a sought-after speaker, explains how 
lawyers can do so by applying self-determination theory—a well-established 
theory of flourishing. Thousands of studies, including in the legal profession, 
have found that self-determination theory predicts optimal functioning—the 
thoughts, behaviors, and emotions that help us be and feel our best.  Susan is 
the bestselling author of Why Motivating People Doesn’t Work…and What Does, 
which has been translated into 14 languages, and more recently, Master Your 
Motivation. She is co-author of two bestsellers with Ken Blanchard, including 
Self Leadership and The One Minute Manager and Leading at a Higher Level. 

 
         2:15 pm–2:30 pm  Break 

 
2:30 pm–3:15 pm Supercharge Your Productivity, Sanity, and Health With an 8-

Minute Morning Routine 
 

Megan Lyons 
Owner, The Lyons’ Share Wellness LLC 
 
Megan LaDriere White 
Senior Associate, Baker Botts 
 
Megan Lyons will teach her “WAKE UP + GO” framework for an 8-minute 
morning routine to help legal professionals use simple daily habits to recharge 
(and supercharge) their well-being and productivity. WAKEUP + GO is an 



 

 

acronym that stands for Water, Affirmations, Knowledge, Exercise, Unwind, 
Positivity, Gratitude, and One goal. 

 
3:15 pm–3:30 pm  Break 
 
3:30 pm–4:15 pm Evening Routine: Daily Strategies to Unwind, Unplug, and 

Rejuvenate 
 

 Jon Krop, JD 
 Founder, Mindfulness for Lawyers 

 
 Siria Gutierrez 
 CEO, Gutierrez Law, PLLC 
  

Everyone needs time to rest and decompress after a day’s work. But, for legal 
professionals, that can be tricky. The end of the workday is often a blurry line… 
and that was before we started working from home. How can we stake out 
time for ourselves and enjoy the evening relaxation we need and deserve? In 
this session, lawyer and mindfulness expert Jon Krop will be joined by lawyer 
Siria Gutierrez to share best practices for building a relaxing, restorative 
evening routine. You’ll learn simple, evidence-based methods for de-stressing, 
creating boundaries between work and personal time, and getting better sleep. 

 
 
4:15 pm–4:30 pm Break 
 
4:30 pm–5:30 pm Spirituality in the Law: What It Is and How to Ignite It in 

Ourselves and Others 
 

Jarrett Green 
Well-Being, Stress Resiliency, and Peak Performance Consultant 
 
Kendra Brodin 
Founder and CEO, EsquireWell 

 
Bree Buchannan 
President, Institute for Well-Being in Law 
Of the six dimensions of well-being identified by the National Task Force on 
Lawyer Well-Being in its seminal 2017 Well-Being Report, “Spiritual Well-Being” 



 

 

is probably the least understood and least discussed dimension across law 
firms and law schools. In this program, participants will:  
1. Learn the meaning and importance of “spirituality” in the law (and how it 

differs from “religion”).  
2. Be guided through a series of experiential exercises to tap into a higher 

sense of purpose and meaning in your own work, and to more effectively 
align your career with your truest and most authentic self.  

3. Leave with a set of tools to take back to your own law firms or law schools 
to help others tap into spirituality and a deeper sense of purpose and 
authenticity in their legal careers and lives. 

 

  



 

 

Thursday, January 20, 2022 
 

Track 1-B: Individual Well-Being 
MC – Casey Ryan, Global Head of Legal Personnel at Reed Smith LLP, an IWIL Inaugural Founding 
Champion; Lindsey D. Draper, IWIL Vice President, Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
 
10:45 am–Noon Track 1-B Opening Remarks 
                

Casey Ryan 
Global Head of Legal Personnel at Reed Smith LLP 

  
(CLE – 60 minutes)  How to Master Work-Life Balance in an Imbalanced Culture: 

Strategies for Lawyers 
  
 Dr. Donnie Hutchinson 
 Work-Life Balance and Leadership Consultant 
 
 Matt Hrutkay, JD 
 Principal, Hrutkey Law PC 
 

For lawyers, work-life balance always has been a challenge, but remote work 
during the pandemic has created even more obstacles for managing 
work/nonwork boundaries. Have the borders on your “regular” workday 
become undetectable? Have you been missing important family events to 
maintain your reputation as a hard-working overachiever? Are you regularly 
skimping on sleep and skipping healthy meals and exercise to squeeze more 
into your day? You’re not alone. Countless lawyers struggle to maintain good 
health and functioning while feeling fully engaged in and satisfied with their 
contributions to their work, families, and selves. But through proper time 
management, focus, and mindfulness about your own values and goals, you 
can create better balance. And a more balanced life leads to greater well-being, 
satisfaction, and productivity—which is a win-win for everyone. 
 
This one-hour virtual workshop will teach several practical applications of 
work-life balance and how to leverage it to improve your well-being, family 
relationships, and work. You’ll rediscover through hands-on exercises what’s 
important in life and how to take a few steps toward aligning your daily 
behaviors with your priorities in life. 



 

 

Noon–12:30 pm Break 
 
12:30 pm–1:30 pm Vicarious Trauma: When Another’s Pain Becomes Our Own— 
(CLE – 60 minutes)                Practical Solutions for Self-Care 

 
Steve Hornsby 
Retired Judge 

 
Cindy Pensoneau 
Founder, Pensoneau Firm, PC 

 
Vicarious trauma (VT) (also called secondary trauma) is a serious condition that 
can impact anyone who works with people who have experienced trauma. VT 
often results in impaired empathy and compassion, increased frustration, 
irritability, chronic stress, disengagement, and self-medicating behaviors. The 
negative effects of VT are insidious and cumulative and can lead to chronic 
anxiety, depression, addiction, PTSD, burnout, suicide, and numerous other 
physical and behavioral health problems. VT has a negative impact on the 
physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual well-being of legal service 
professionals. Those affected by VT include lawyers, paralegals, investigators, 
office support team members, judicial officers, and court staff, among others. 
Fortunately, many of the negative effects of VT can be prevented and 
mitigated. Once practitioners are made aware of VT and its symptoms, some 
simple but powerful tools and strategies can be used for successful self-care.  
Individuals, teams, and firms who encounter others’ trauma can be proactive in 
adopting regular practices to skillfully care for themselves and model the same 
for their team members. 

 
1:30 pm–1:45 pm  Break 
 
1:45 pm–2:45 pm Making Partner—With Your Nervous System: A Lawyer's Manual 

of Stress-Busting Strategies to Beat Burnout and Protect Mental 
and Physical Health 
 
Christina Loftus, JD, LMSW 
Social Worker, Travis County Health and Human Services 

 
This presentation combines findings and tips provided in texts such as Levine, 
S., The Best Lawyer You Can Be (2018), American Bar Association, and Brafford, 



 

 

A., Well-Being Toolkit for Lawyers and Legal Employers (2018), American Bar 
Association, with the Polyvagal Theory made famous by Dr. Stephen Porges 
and made accessible to mental health clinicians through texts by Deb Dana, 
LCSW. Christina Loftus is both a JD and an LMSW and is able to translate the 
clinical applications of Polyvagal Theory for the rational, logical mindset of 
attorneys. Directly citing material from The Best Lawyer That You Can 
Be, Christina will report on the 2015 study by Krieger and Sheldon that shows 
the top qualities that make attorneys happy:  

1. Authenticity  
2. Relatedness (a close second)  

In addition, she will discuss how befriending our nervous system can help 
attorneys reach a happier state, leading to more resilience in the face of 
chronic stressors and preventing burnout. 

 
2:45 pm–3:00 pm  Break 
 
3:00 pm–4:00 pm  The Heart of Law Practice: How Attorneys Can 
(CLE – 60 minutes) Cultivate Compassion to Help Themselves and More  

Effectively and Ethically Serve Clients 
 

Claire Parsons 
Member, Adams Law, PLLC 

 
More and more lawyers are embracing mindfulness practices, but knowledge 
of compassion practices is far less common. Research suggests, however, that 
compassion practices are as beneficial for attorneys who deal with stress and 
conflict every day. This session will provide training in compassion practices to 
help attorneys increase happiness, maintain a thriving law practice, and live up 
to ethical obligations.  

 

  



 

 

Track 2: Workplace Well-Being 
MCs – Heidi Alexander, IWIL’s Vice President of Policy and Director of Lawyer Well-Being at the 
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court; Rena Paul, Founding Partner at Alcalaw LLP  
 
10:45 am–Noon Track 2 Opening Remarks 
(CLE – 60 minutes) 

Heidi Alexander 
Vice President of Policy, Institute for Well-Being in Law 
 
Rena Paul 
Founding Partner, Alcalaw LLP 

 
  The Impact of COVID and "Return to Hybrid" for  
 Marginalized Attorneys 
 

Aisha Green 
Director of Attorney Development, Cadwalader 
 
Glenn Magpantay 
Principal, Magpantay & Associates 

 
Rosevelie Marquez Morales 
Director of Diversity and Inclusion, Hogan Lovells 

 
Melanie Priddy 
Chief Talent Officer, Katten 

 
Moderator: Rudhir Krishtel 
CEO and Facilitator, Krishtel Coaching 

 
Some law firm leaders are noting a greater reluctance and tempered 
enthusiasm by women and attorneys of color as we return to hybrid and step 
back into the office. At some point in their careers, people feel like they don’t 
belong. This challenge can be acute for those who feel like they are 
representing their group (e.g., attorneys from marginalized communities or 
identities). The pandemic has exacerbated and, in some cases, created some of 
those feelings, even in people who have never felt that way previously. As we 
begin the transition to a hybrid work model, what are the unique challenges 



 

 

faced by marginalized attorneys, and what can we do to create a greater sense 
of psychological safety within organizations. 

 
Noon–12:30 pm Break 
 

        12:30 pm–1:15 pm Building Your Village: A Case Study of Collaboration and 
Infrastructure to Build Engagement in Your Firm’s Well-Being 
Program 

 
Josh Friedlander 
Chief Human Resources Officer, Latham & Watkins LLP 

 
 Judith Cukor, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor of Psychology in Clinical Psychiatry 
Weill Cornell Medicine/New York-Presbyterian 

 
Naren Balkarran, DHSc, PA-C 
Clinical Coordinator, Johns Hopkins Onsite Clinics 
 
Moderator: 

  Mark H. Goldberg 
Director of Global Health & Well-Being, Latham & Watkins LLP 

 
They say it takes a village to raise a child; in many ways, the same is true of 
building a well-being program. To engage your population and create a 
platform that embodies your organization’s culture, you need to have allies 
and supports on many fronts, all committed to your program’s goals. This 
session will take a look at the path traveled by Latham & Watkins, a large law 
firm that has been in the well-being space for over a dozen years and, through 
trial-and-error, has learned some important lessons about:  

1. Engaging leadership and collaborating with verticals across the firm.  
2. Partnering with external providers to create customized programming.  
3. Developing true partnerships around health and well-being. 

 
1:15 pm–1:30 pm  Break 
 



 

 

1:30 pm–2:30 pm What’s Contributing to Lawyer Burnout and What Can We Do 
About It?: Report and Recommendations From IWIL’s Burnout 
Study 

 
Anne Brafford 
Vice President, Institute For Well-Being In Law 
 
Matt Thiese 
Vice President of Research & Scholarship, Institute for Well-Being in 
Law 

 
Everyone knows that law firm lawyers suffer from high rates of burnout, right? 
It might be true, but there have been very few studies of burnout in the legal 
profession—and even fewer using a reliable, validated measure to investigate 
the question. So, in spring 2021, IWIL conducted a survey (led by IWIL’s vice 
president, Anne Brafford) to investigate the frequency of burnout among 
participating lawyers and support staff as well as to identify factors that 
contribute to burnout. Over 700 lawyers and nearly 300 support staff 
responded. This session will discuss the results of the survey and 
recommendations for alleviating burnout in law firms. 

 
2:30 pm–2:45 pm Break 
 
 
2:45 pm–4:45 pm Well-Being Working Session: Tackling the Tough Issues 
      

Dr. Marsha Brown 
Licensed Psychologist and Mental Health Expert 
 
Pamela DeNeuve 
Author; Founder and Peak Performance Coach 
Pamela DeNeuve 
 
Martha Knudson 
Executive Director, Utah State Bar Well-Being Committee for the 
Legal Profession 
 
 



 

 

Hannah Fabrikant 
Director of Professional Development, McDermott Will & Emery LLP 
 
Katharine (Kate) Manning 
Author; President at Blackbird DC 

 
Chris Osborn 
Workshop Developer and Presenter, ReelTime CLE 

 
Moderators: 
Roz Pitts  
Director of Professional Development and Well-Being, Katten Muchin 
Rosenman LLP 
 
Gretchen Rose 
Human Resources Director, Cozen O’Connor  

 
We asked a group of law firm well-being directors, “What are the tough issues 
in law firm well-being? What are the persistent, systematic challenges to lawyer 
well-being? How do we tackle them, and what incremental steps can be taken 
to start to have an impact?” 

 
This rotational session will give you the opportunity to join three different, 30-
minute sessions, covering topics such as empathetic leadership, boundary 
setting, developing associates in a hybrid environment, thriving in a 
multigenerational law firm, and psychological capital. 

 
You will hear from well-being experts, attorneys-turned-educators, authors, 
and researchers who are developing practical solutions to improve well-being. 
Learn new strategies as well as lessons from their successes and failures. Join 
us for interactive discussions and keep a pen and notepaper handy! 

 
  



 

 

Friday, January 21, 2022 
 

Track 3: Law School Well-Being 
MC – Tracy Kepler, IWIL Secretary; Risk Control Director for CNA’s Lawyers Insurance Program 
 
10:45 am–Noon Track 3 Opening Remarks 

 
Tracy Kepler 
Secretary, Institute for Well-Being in Law 

 
 Building Inclusive and Responsive Wellness Programs at Law 

Schools 
 

 Sue Schechter 
Field Placement Director, UC Berkeley School of Law 

 
Janet Thompson Jackson 
Professor of Law, Washburn University School of Law 

 
Law schools have a lot to do to make their learning environments more 
inclusive, responsive, and humane as we train the next generation of legal 
professionals. This session will provide a space to explore what some schools 
are doing and brainstorm more things we could be doing to support our 
students, faculty, and staff. It will be an opportunity to share ideas on how 
schools can support their students as they begin to form their professional 
identities—keeping in mind that wellness is a critical component to their 
identities. 

 
Noon–12:30 pm Break 
 

12:30 pm–1:30 pm  Making the Shift to Mutual Care: How One School Is Empowering 
Student Personal and Professional Well-Being Through 
Institutional Investment in Mutual Care 

 
Lynn LeMoine 
Dean of Students, Mitchell Hamline School of Law 
 
 



 

 

Natalie Netzel 
Director, Marshall-Brennan Constitutional Literacy Project 
 

Education and Advocacy Director, Institute to Transform Child 
Protection 
 

Assistant Professor of Law, Mitchell Hamline School of Law 
 
Leanne Fuith 
Dean, Career and Professional Development, and Associate 
Professor of Law, Mitchell Hamline School of Law 
 
Miriam Itzkowitz 
Director of Trauma Informed Care, Institute to Transform Child 
Protection, Mitchell Hamline School of Law 

 
This session details the shift from a lens of self-care as an individual 
responsibility to an institutional culture of mutual care where well-being is 
incorporated into systems. Through an interdisciplinary model, we strive to 
promote the personal and professional skills needed to become well-rounded 
practitioners who incorporate well-being as essential to their professional 
responsibility and as the cornerstone of longevity in the field. 

 
1:30 pm–1:45 pm Break 
 

1:45 pm–2:45 pm                  Maintaining Mental Well-Being in Law Students: 
(CLE – 60 minutes)                Using Orientation and Annual Check-Ins as a Law Student’s Well-

Being GPS 
 

Carla Barrow, JD, LMFT 
Marriage and Family Therapist, Bayview Therapy 

 
Andrej Milic, Esq., JD, LLM 
Director of Admissions, UNC Chapel Hill School of Law 

 
Dr. Ana Maria Rivera, Ed.D, MBA 
President, AnaMaria Rivera, Inc. 

 



 

 

Law students experience stressors beyond the rigor of studies, including 
finances; work/family obligations; and race, gender, and immigration status—
and all can factor into stress and performance. The current situation at many 
law schools is that students have a plan and roadmap for their academics but 
lack regular planning to meet their mental health wellness needs. A survey of 
3,300 law students from 15 law schools revealed high risk for alcoholism, 
depression, mild to severe anxiety, and suicidal thoughts. Another study 
revealed that 42 percent of law students felt as though they needed counseling 
for mental health issues, but only half sought it. Our 60-minute interactive 
program is intended to provide legal administrators and decision-makers with 
a roadmap and to experience how a simple coaching tool could be used at 
orientation and annual check-ins to measure student life satisfaction.  

 
2:45 pm–3:00 pm Break 
 

3:00 pm–4:00 pm  Like Fluoride in the Drinking Water: Integrating Well-Being 
Throughout a Legal Environment 
 
Jennifer Leonard 
Chief Innovation Officer, University of Pennsylvania Law School 
 
John Hollway 
Associate Dean, University of Pennsylvania Law School 
 
Since 2018, when Penn Law became one of the first law schools to sign the 
National Task Force on Lawyer Well-Being Pledge, it has gradually expanded 
well-being interventions throughout the school’s curricular and extracurricular 
environments. Hear about the successes and challenges in an active session 
that will provide practical suggestions for all types of legal organizations to 
help expand your well-being initiatives. 

 
4:00 pm–4:15 pm Break 
 
4:15 pm–5:15 pm Still Suffering in Silence?: An Updated Survey on Law Student 

Well-Being 
 

 Dr. Katherine M. Bender 
 Assistant Professor of Counselor Education and Student Affairs and 

Program Director, Bridgewater State University 



 

 

 
David Jaffe 
Associate Dean of Student Affairs, American University Washington 
College of Law 
 
Jerome Organ 
Professor in Law, University of St. Thomas 

 
The 2014 Survey of Law Student Well-Being (SLSWB) was the first multi-law 
school study of its kind in over 20 years. Data was collected addressing law 
student use of alcohol and street drugs and prescription drugs, and the mental 
health concerns and help-seeking attitudes of law students. The seminal 2016 
article summarizing results of the SLSWB has been downloaded almost 11,000 
times.  

 
With a desire to learn whether law student behaviors, mental health, and help-
seeking attitudes have changed since 2014 and to learn more about how 
trauma may affect law students, as well as how mental health issues and other 
concerns may affect law students’ bar preparation, the SLSWB authors 
received grant support to conduct an updated survey. Results of the 2021 
Updated Survey of Law Student Well-Being from more than 40 U.S. schools 
(about 20 percent of all U.S. law schools) compares data from the 2014 survey 
while adding a discussion of new topics, including how trauma affects law 
students, the extent to which mental health and other concerns may affect bar 
exam passage, and a summary of open-ended comments from students about 
what law schools do well and could do to improve law student well-being. 

 
  



 

 

Track 4: Leading Law Firm Well-Being 
MC – John Mudd, Vice President of Fund Development at IWIL 
MC – Erin Bushnell, Chief Human Resources Officer at Cozen O’Conner 
 
 
11:00 am–12:15 am Track 4: Opening Remarks 
 

John Mudd 
 Vice President of Fund Development, Institute for Well-Being in Law 

 
Erin Busnell 

 Chief Human Resources Officer, Cozen O’Connor 
  
(CLE – 60 minutes-DEI) What Your Black Lawyers Really Want: Retaining and Engaging 
 Your Firm’s Black Lawyers by Supporting Their Well-Being 
 

Ranjai Gulati 
 Professor, Harvard Business School 
 

Preston Pugh 
 Partner, Crowell & Moring LLP  
 

Law firms and other employers are prioritizing diversity, equity, and inclusion 
(DEI) as never before, but many still are struggling to create work 
environments in which Black lawyers feel they can thrive. As a result, firms’ 
progress on hiring, retaining, and promoting valued talent from minority 
groups continues to be disappointing. Many are wondering: “What are we 
doing wrong?”  

 
To try to provide some insights, Harvard Business School Professor Ranjai 
Gulati (along with his colleague Frank Cooper III) conducted interviews and 
focus groups with Black executives working in a variety of blue-chip companies 
with strong DEI programs. They found that, despite their employers’ efforts to 
implement DEI best practices, many Black executives felt isolated, unable to be 
authentic, and less confident.  

 
Drawing on his findings, summarized in a recent Harvard Business Review 
article, “What Do Black Executives Really Want?,” Professor Gulati will offer 
concrete ways for legal employers and individual managers to make a 



 

 

difference by ensuring that Black employees feel safe, seen, and supported. 
Building workplace cultures that are attentive and tailored to the individual 
and varying needs of lawyers in firms’ diverse workforces has the powerful 
potential to achieve many positive outcomes that legal employers care about, 
including individual-level experiences of well-being, belonging, authenticity, 
and effectiveness, as well as organizational-level goals, such as attracting and 
retaining valued talent from historically marginalized groups. Professor Gulati 
will be joined by Preston Pugh, a partner at Crowell & Moring LLP, who will 
share his own insights arising from Prof. Gulati’s work and his personal 
experiences in the legal profession. 
 
Thanks to Cozen O’Connor for sponsoring this session! 
 

 
12:15 pm–12:45 pm Break 
 
12:45 pm–1:45 pm Post-Pandemic Leadership Is “Multimodal” and Supports Well-

Being 
  

Diane Costigan 
Director of Coaching & Well-Being, Winston & Strawn 

 
Julia Mercier 
Principal, Mercier Talent Solutions LLC 
 
This session will discuss the new paradigm for leadership and the roles 
professional development leaders and teams can play in supporting their firms 
as they seek to enhance engagement, learning, and retention for the partners 
and associates at their firms. We will explain and discuss the set of skills 
partners and associates need to excel in the new hybrid and distributed 
working environment. We will review the recent research on “multimodal 
leadership” and best practices for supporting well-being for attorneys and 
professional staff. Finally, we will review best practices for a sustained focus on 
training, coaching, and diversity and inclusion. 

 
1:45 pm–2:00 pm Break 
 
  



 

 

2:00 pm–3:30 pm Reversing the Great Resignation: Practical Well-Being Strategies  
(CLE – 90 minutes- for Supervisors to Support and Retain Their Teams 
Eth & Prof)               

Amanda Smith 
Chief Engagement Officer, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 
 
Stephanie Scharf  
Partner, Scharf Banks Marmor and Principal, The Red Bee Group LLC 
 
Richard Amador  
Managing Partner, Sanchez & Amador, LLP 
 
Moderater: Libby Coreno 
Co-Chair, New York State Bar Association Well-Being Task Force; 
Owner, The Law Office of M. Elizabeth Coreno, Esq. PC 

 
The global pandemic has caused an upheaval in the legal profession, with 
spikes in mental health problems and anxiety about returning to the office and 
retraction of flexible working. But, demand for legal work has remained strong, 
and the market for new talent has been highly competitive. At the same time, 
media reports reflect that over 40 percent of workers nationwide are 
considering exiting their jobs or professions as part of “The Great Resignation.” 
Generational tensions also are apparent, with younger lawyers wanting firms 
to place a higher priority on well-being and support of non-work priorities. 
While such complex issues cannot be solved easily or quickly, our panel will 
offer initial insights. It will focus on how partners and other supervising lawyers 
can better support their teams in ways that not only will support mental health 
and well-being, but also can help retain and attract top talent. Using a fireside  
chat format, Libby Coreno will focus on three ways that supervising lawyers 
can provide support: work flexibility, person-centered leadership, and practices 
to enable teams to unplug. 

 
3:30 pm–3:45 pm Break 
 
 
 
 

        



 

 

 3:45 pm–4:45 pm Positive Retirement for Lawyers: Charting a Course With 
Purpose 

 
Tom Sharbaugh 
Professor of Practice, Penn State Law 

 
Many senior lawyers are searching for a purpose in their post-retirement lives. 
Drawing from his recent article, “Could a purpose deficit fill unmet legal need?” 
Tom Sharbaugh will offer strategies for both lawyers and law firms to help 
fulfill that goal. 

 
 
CLE Info:   
450 total minutes –  60 min states – 5 general credits/ 2.5 ethics 

      50 min states – 6 general credits/ 3.0 ethics 
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Well-Being Star 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 


